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Abstract

The prism face of single crystal ice Ih has been studied using sum frequency
vibrational spectroscopy focusing on identification of resonances in the hydrogen-bonded
region. Several modes have been observed at about 3400 cm-1; each mode is both
polarization and orientation dependent. The polarization capabilities of sum frequency
generation (SFG) are used in conjunction with the crystal orientation to characterize three
vibrational modes. These modes are assigned to three-coordinated water molecules in the
top-half bilayer having different bonding and orientation motifs.
Such mode identification is only possible with the production and use of single
crystal ice of very low defect density and of size appropriate for examination using the
SFG technique. Production of single crystal ice is often trivialized in the literature. But in
reality, large single crystals are very difficult to produce. Design and construction of an
apparatus and protocol that can produce large single crystals of ice truly advances the
state of the art. An apparatus utilizing the Bridgeman-Stockbarger method of single
crystal growth was designed, constructed and optimized for the growth of ice. This
design features a software implemented (LabVIEW) Proportional-Integral-Differential
(PID) feedback temperature control algorithm. The temperature at the growth interface
was controlled to within +/-0.002K even though room temperature variation was ca. +/2K.
Since the measurement must occur at cryogenic temperature (ca. 130K), the
design and construction of a cell that can enclose and isolate the ice sample from ambient
conditions is also of critical importance. An air tight, all glass design was chosen that
incorporates two fused IR quartz windows to allow for visible and mid-IR transmittance,
an oxygen free copper heat sink and a unique ice mounting scheme. The thermal design
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of the heat sink and ice mount are critical for reaching cryogenic temperatures and
insuring the ice sample remains attached to the heat sink as the temperature is lowered.
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1 Hydrogen Bonding in the Prism Face of Ice Ih via Sum
Frequency Vibrational Spectroscopy

1.1

Copyright
Reproduced in part with permission from: Bisson, P. J.; Shultz, M. J. Hydrogen

Bonding in the Prism Face of Ice Ih via Sum Frequency Vibrational Spectroscopy. J.
Phys. Chem. A 2013. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
1.2

Introduction
Water and aqueous solutions play important roles in numerous environmental,

biological, and geological systems. In many of these settings, key interactions occur at
the surface. Not surprisingly, there is a large body of work reporting experimental probes
of the aqueous interface.3-17 Like most properties of water,18,19 hydrogen bonding plays a
pivotal role in determining the surface properties. Since the OH stretch of water is very
sensitive to the hydrogen-bonding environment, vibrational spectroscopy would seem to
be an ideal probe not only for interactions at the aqueous solution interface, but also for
alteration in the hydrogen-bond structure of water due to these interactions. Water,
however, is notoriously opaque to infrared radiation.
One approach for circumventing the opacity issue is to use reflection-absorption
infrared spectroscopy.20-22 Reflection-absorption spectra are biased toward the surface
precisely due to the strong absorption cross section of water. Another approach is to use a
nonlinear spectroscopy that depends on breaking the macroscopic center-of-inversion that
occurs right at the interface. The technique called sum frequency generation (SFG) is
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both a nonlinear and a vibrational spectroscopy. SFG would thus seem an ideal probe for
answering questions about interactions at the aqueous interface.
SFG, however, does not solve one major issue with diagnosing water structures
at aqueous interfaces: the hydrogen bonding region of water (ca. 2900 cm-1 – 3800 cm-1)
is broad, covering most of the mid-infrared region. The breadth suggests that the
spectrum consists of multiple, closely spaced and overlapping modes. There are several
approaches to deconvolute the individual resonances to identify hydrogen-bonded motifs
that are altered with interaction: put salts or ions in the water and monitor water’s
response,13,17,23-26 use isotopic dilution,15,27-31 trace energy transfer in a spectral diffusion
experiment,32-35 or decompose the broad spectrum into its components by fitting the
profile.13,15 As discussed below, the nonlinear nature of SFG requires additional
information to make the deconvolution unique. Thus, in recent years, SFG has been
augmented with what are called phase measurements36-38 that are, in effect, measurements
of the complex (i.e.: real and imaginary) SFG spectrum. Results of the complex SFG
measurements indicate that the resonances are indeed broad.
Broad resonances result because in the liquid state, thermal motion and short
lifetimes act together to broaden resonances. The reported work thus takes an approach
that addresses these two problems: thermal energy is limited by studying cryogenic ice
and because the water is in the solid phase, hydrogen-bond lifetimes are extended thereby
narrowing resonances. The number of orientations is reduced by using well-oriented,
single-crystal samples. The result is fewer spectral lines and the ones that are present are
narrower and more intense. The reported work includes three additional dimensions to
identify resonances: it probes both the prism and the basal face of ice combining crystal
orientation with the inherent polarization dependence of SFG. The result is assignment of
three resonances, augmenting the free-OH39 and bilayer stitching bonds40-42 previously
identified.

3
Most previous studies of ice have focused on the basal or {0001} face of ice.39-47
The prism face seems to have been relatively neglected. This is unfortunate because the
prism face has a number of interesting attributes. Briefly, ice is anisotropic on several
levels: growth, surface energy, optical (bulk), thermal, and mechanical to name a
few.18,19,48,49 Relevant to this work, the anisotropy extends to the optical characteristics of
the surface itself. For example, a prism face can be oriented either with the optical axis in
the plane of incidence (the plane formed by the probe beams and the surface normal),
called p oriented, or perpendicular to it, called s oriented. This optical anisotropy affects
the content, or texture, of the vibrational spectrum. Crystal orientation provides additional
information leading to a richer understanding of the structure and bonding at the surface.
This research focusses on the secondary prism face, 2110 and comparing it to
the basal face 0001 . Although both primary and secondary prism faces are common in
nature (easily observed as the edges of nearly any snowflake), the secondary prism face is
chosen for several reasons: 1) based on the principle that the higher energy faces are both
least exposed and most reactive50-52 the secondary prism face is likely more chemically
active than the primary prism face, 2) during slow growth from the melt from
polycrystalline seeds, we most frequently observe the secondary prism face at the
ice/water interface, and 3) the secondary prism face presents a unique dimer motif. This
observation of a preferred a-axis orientation is based on the growth of nearly one hundred
boules. The observed ice growth habit is the subject of Section 3.
This section presents the results of a study of the secondary prism face as
compared to the basal face via SFG. This section contains a brief discussion of crystal
orientation conventions and of the applicable portions of SFG theory including those
relevant to polarization. This is followed by experimental details including optical setup,
growth apparatus, and crystal preparation. The Results section presents data for the basal
and prism faces including the polarization dependence. The discussion section uses the
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polarization and crystal orientation information from the SFG theory section to interpret
the data in the results section and arrive at an assignment for three vibrational resonances
in the hydrogen-bonded region.

1.3

Ice Crystal Structure: Face Specification
The stable form of ice at atmospheric pressure is hexagonal ice (Ih). A schematic

of the hexagonal prism is shown in Figure 1.1, which indicates the Bravais-Miller
indices. This work focuses on hydrogen bonding in the 2110 face, called the secondary
prism face (Figure 1.19), comparing spectra to those from the basal face (Figure 1.18).
Ice, although crystalline, contains relatively high residual entropy. That is, the
oxygen lattice forms a regular array, but the protons form a disordered structure
satisfying the so-called Bernal-Fowler53 ice rules (often misattributed to Pauling54): (a)
Every oxygen atom is four coordinate. (b) Two oxygen coordinations are covalent bonds
with hydrogen, and two are hydrogen bonds to neighboring oxygen atoms. (c) Exactly
one proton is located between any pair of oxygen atoms. This bonding is disrupted at the
surface.
An ideal lattice has perpendicular dangling valences on the basal face and angled
dangling valences on prism faces. Due to the local tetrahedral structure of water, the basal
face has three-fold rotational symmetry while the prism faces have only two-fold
rotational symmetry. As indicated in the Theory section, these characteristic rotational
symmetries result in different potential polarizations for the surface hyperpolarizabilities.
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Figure 1..1 - Indicating the Brav
vais-Miller inndices of im
mportant plannes in
hexagonal crystals in geeneral.

1..4

Theory
F
Generation (SFG
G) is a nonlinnear optical teechnique for oobtaining a
Sum Frequency

viibrational speectrum of molecules at an
a interface. The theory of SFG has been well
deescribed so only the detaills needed herre are discusseed. For a detaailed explanaation of the
th
heory and practice of SFG,, see referencees 55-60 amongg others.
The SF
FG signal is generated by combining a visible and an infrared ppulse at the
in
nterface. The intensity of the generated
d signal is reelated to the hyperpolarizaability, the
viisible and in
nfrared excittation fields, and the sppatial averagge of the coontributing
reesonances:61-663
∙
where:

∶

(1.1)

is the sum
m frequency signal incidennt angle (from
m the surface nnormal),

iss the electric field vector for the speccified beam, ni(ωj) is the index of reffraction in
medium
m
i at frrequency ωj,

is the hyperpolarizab
h
bility tensor oof the surface, and c is
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the speed of light. Note that this expression contains the polarization of the generated
sum frequency signal via
and IR beams

, dependence on the polarization of the visible

, and the net orientation of the molecules at the surface via

,
. In

the reported experiment, the visible and IR beams are co-planar defining the plane of
incidence via the surface normal and the direction of propagation.
This study uses the polarization and resonance orientation dependence of the
hyper-polarizability tensor, so these are discussed briefly. The hyperpolarizability tensor
is a property of the surface; its resonance properties encapsulate the vibrational spectrum
as follows. Individual vibrational resonances are well described by a complex Lorentzian;
the spectrum of multiple modes is described by the sum of the complex amplitudes and a
possible non-resonant component:
∝

)
where:



,



,

,

∑

,

(1.2)

represents one element of the non-linear hyper-polarizability tensor;

Aq, ωq and Γq represent the amplitude, frequency, and damping constant of the qth
resonance. Because 

(2)

is complex, the sum of amplitudes contained in Eq. (1.1.2) results

in interferences among the resonances. This is unlike a simple, linear infrared absorption
where the mode intensities add. Molecular orientation with respect to the surface enters
via spatial averaging of the molecular hyperpolarizabilities,
surface hyperpolarizability,
,

∑

, to produce the resonant

:

,

|

,

(1.3)

where: Ns is the number of scatterers and | denotes spatial averaging over the
molecular orientation distribution and rotation of the molecular reference frame to the
surface reference frame, and

,

is:
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,

,

,

(1.4)

where:  and  are the Raman tensor and dipole vector respectively.
Thus the

,

of Eq. (1.1.2) are elements of a tensor that reflects variation of

the amplitude of each mode with orientation and polarization. This research uses
sensitivity to polarization and orientation to determine mode assignments.
In general the observed intensity i.e.: Eq. (1.1) involves 27 elements of the third
order

tensor. In many cases, spatial averaging significantly reduces that number.

Specifically, for an isotropic surface (e.g. liquids), or a surface that has a mirror plane
along the plane of incidence (e.g. basal and prism faces of ice), s-polarized visible, and ppolarized IR light produce an s-polarized sum frequency signal.55,62 In this case, Eq. (1.1)
reduces to:
∝
where:

(1.5)
refers to the generated sum frequency signal, L and K are the

nonlinear and linear optical factors respectively,55
electric field in the specified s or p direction, and

refers to the component of the
refers to the YYZ-th element of the

tensor. The surface coordinate system consists of a vertical Z axis, coincident with
the surface normal (+z-axis), the +X-axis that lies in the input plane, pointing along the
direction of propagation, and the +Y-axis defined by the right-hand-rule. Thus, the plane
of incidence is the X-Z plane. In general, with p-polarized visible and p-polarized IR
light, the sum frequency intensity depends on four hyperpolarizability elements: χXXZ,
χXZX, χZXX, and χZZZ. With the additional constraint that the visible and IR beams are nearly
co-linear (as in the present configuration) Eq. (1.1) simplifies64 (See also Appendix I for
details):
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∝ cos

,

(1.6)

,

The sign of the product of optical factors

is opposite to that of the

optical factors due to reflection at the interface.55 Note further that the intensity is the
square of the complex sum, not the sum of the squares.

is thus the result of

interference between χXXZ and χZZZ. Because of this interference, the ppp signal is often
less intense than the ssp signal.
For a surface with three-fold or higher rotational symmetry, XX and YY
polarizabilities in the surface coordinate system are equivalent. If such a surface is
oriented so that the input plane is also a surface mirror plane, then there are only four
unique non-zero elements of the hyperpolarizability tensor: χXXZ = χYYZ, χXZX = χYZY, χZXX =
χZYY; and χZZZ. This case applies to the basal face of ice. The prism face has richer features
because the Z axis is has a two-fold rotational symmetry. As a result, the equivalences
indicated above are removed and there remain seven unique non-zero elements. This
work exploits this nonequivalence, along with the ability to rotate the surface, to
associate resonances with surface bonding motifs.
SFG probes the hyperpolarizability orientation. As indicated in Eq. (1.1.6), the
ppp intensity results from interference between χXXZ and χZZZ where the XYZ coordinates
refer to the laboratory coordinate system. In terms of the surface reference frame, χxxz is
the tangential and χzzz is the longitudinal hyperpolarizability. Note that correspondence
between the laboratory and surface coordinate systems is xX, yY, zZ for p-oriented
prism face, but is yX, xY, zZ for s-oriented. Due to the two-fold rotational
symmetry, the prism face of ice presents the potential to distinguish between the
tangential and longitudinal polarizability along the c axis and that perpendicular to it.
This work uses this potential to deduce spectral assignments.
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1.5
1.5.1

Experimental
Optical
The optical setup has been described in some detail elsewhere.40 A top-level

diagram of the optical bench is provided in Figure 1.2. The “instrument” consists of an
Nd:YAG laser system (EKSPLA PL-2143A/20) producing 30 mJ per 25 ps pulse at 1064
nm wavelength at 20 Hz PRF. This source radiation was fed into an OPG/OPA
(LaserVision, Inc.) to produce coherent, tunable mid-IR radiation in the range of 2000
cm-1 to 4000 cm-1 and visible laser radiation wavelength fixed at 532 nm wavelength.
Frequency calibration of the OPG/OPA was accomplished by using three different thinfilm calibration standards: acetonitrile/water, polystyrene and water/CCl4 that span the
tuning range. The position of selected peaks in the IR absorption spectrum of these
references was correlated with measurements of the same standards using a Nicolet
Magna System 760 FTIR spectrometer.
The Laser, OPG/OPA, and all optics were mounted on a TMC (Technical
Manufacturing Corporation, Peabody MA) optical table suspended on six air pillars for
vibration isolation. Most of the electronics, including the desktop PCs and shared display
were positioned on a shelf suspended from the ceiling to prevent coupling vibrations
from fans on to the table.
Visible laser beam spot diameter on the surface was ca. 1.2 mm; IR laser beam
spot diameter was ca. 0.5 mm on the surface. The visible beam pulse energy was 100
J/pulse at the surface. The IR beam pulse energy was 22 J/pulse at the surface. Input
angles were 50⁰ visible and 60⁰ IR . This combination of beam energies and spot
sizes produced an approximately balanced visible vs. IR beam energy density at the
surface. Energy densities were carefully managed and subsequently verified to produce
no detectable spectral change over time.
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Nd:YAG Laser

PC2

shelf

PC1

ADC
INT/BOX

PMT

PRE

OPG/OPA

NI T
MO

OR

NIM rack

HV

IR Meter

50°
60°

1/2

MONO
L5

52º

comp
L4

L1

det

L2

L3

pol
notch

samp

pic

Figure 1.2 – Overview of SFG System. Pink: 1064nm; Green: 532nm; Red: Mid
IR; Blue: SF; Dotted Red: 10% IR pickoff. Lenses L2 and L3 focus on the
sample. Lens L4 performs tuning collimation. Lens L5 matches numeric aperture
of monochromator. Short diagonal lines are mirrors. Any electronic cabling is not
shown for clarity. See Table 1.1 for more iconography.
.

Table 1.1 – Iconography for Figure 1.2
Nd:YAG Laser

EKSPLA PL-4320A

OPG/OPA

LaserVision Custom Built 532nm & mid IR tunable

1/2

1” dia x ½ wave plate

IR Meter

Molectron EnergyMax EM-500 with RS-232

det

Molectron J8LP pyro electric IR detector

pic

50mm dia x 1mm thick CaF2 window, 10% IR pickoff

L1

1” dia x 300mm FL CaF2 collimation lens (IR)

L2

1” dia x 1000mm FL AR coated Vis objective lens

L3

1” dia x 250mm FL CaF2 IR objective lens

L4

1” dia x 750mm FL AR coated SF tuning collimator
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L5

1” dia x 200mm FL AR coated NA matching lens

samp

Sample surface

notch

Kaiser holographic 532nm notch filter

pol

Karl-Lambrecht 10mm clear aperture Glan-Thompson
polarizing prism

comp

Glass polarization compensator

mono

Oriel CS260 monochromator with 600m slit, 1200
line/mm grating

PMT

Hamamatsu R4220p photo multiplier tube

PC1, PC2, monitor Home built desktop computers and shared monitor
PRE

Stanford Research SR240A low noise preamplifier

INT/BOX

Stanford Research SR250 Integrator/boxcar averager

ADC

Stanford Research SR245 analog/digital converter with
RS232 interface

HV

ORTEC 556 adjustable 3kV high voltage power supply

NIM rack

Stanford Research NIM rack

1.5.2

Environmental
Once an ice sample is on the optical bench, a measurement sequence can extend

to beyond 8 hours. Therefore, of some importance is the local environmental control to
establish long term stability of the system. The entire setup, and a second identical setup,
is located within a small ca. 300 ft2 facility, or room. The room was specially built to
isolate it from external changes in temperature, reduce exchange of atmosphere with the
external environment, and to provide a reduced humidity atmosphere. The walls and
ceiling incorporate 6 mil thick polyethylene sheets and all doors are gasketed to prevent
unmanaged exchange of air with the outside. The facility incorporates a locally designed,
totally independent, dedicated air conditioning system specially designed to provide
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temperature stability of +/- 0.5 °C. Relative humidity is controlled via a Munters Inc. EC150 de-humidifier to less than 20%.
1.5.3

Computer Control
The OPG/OPA and various support instruments were controlled by home built

operating software (SFG 3.0) designed for the purpose. Briefly, SFG 3.0 is the third
generation of a series of custom operating system software for SFG instruments. Written
in LabVIEW 8.51, this latest version incorporates a multi-threaded architecture with a
message based inter-thread communication system. This architecture leverages the multicore architecture of the Intel Core-2 Duo CPU which supports true multi-thread execution
concurrency. For each instrument controlled by the software, a single thread manages
communication and control via an RS-232 interface. A supervisor thread organizes and
choreographs a particular SFG measurement based on user preferences. The user
interface also operates in a separate thread in order to maintain responsiveness.
The LaserVision OPG/OPA is directly controlled by a separate, dedicated PC.
However, the OPG/OPA controller PC communicates with the PC running the SFG 3.0
software via an RS-232 interface. The SFG 3.0 software issues tuning commands and
receives actual tuning values to and from the OPG/OPA controller PC. In operation, the
OPG/OPA is step tuned rather than velocity tuned. That is to say, the OPG/OPA is
commanded to go to a particular wavenumber and then stop. SFG 3.0 is optimized (table
lookup) to minimize the tuning time between steps. This step tuning strategy is necessary
because it can take several seconds to acquire hundreds of laser flashes necessary for
averaging purposes.
The SFG 3.0 software also pulls digital data off the Stanford Research SR245
analog/digital converter. This device digitizes the SF optical pulse integrated by the
SR250 integrator/averager. The SR245 is a multi-channel device and the IR pulse energy
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deetected at thee IR pickoff (an analog voltage signal) is also conveerted. Within SFG 3.0 a
deedicated threead pulls thesse data in reeal time (i.e. : in betweenn laser flashees) off the
SR245.
The raaw SF and IR
R data are processed
p
durring idle timee by anotherr dedicated
th
hread within SFG
S
3.0. Thee processed data
d are the SF
F pulse ampllitude normalized to the
IR
R pulse energ
gy (synchronizzed to the parrticular laser ppulse that gennerated the SFG pulse),
an
nd the IR pullse energy in
n J, and their statistics. T
These data, allong with sysstem status
messages
m
are sent to the user
u
interface via the interr-thread messsaging architecture and
diisplayed as graphs
g
or text. If logging is enabled, tthe processedd data is alsoo sent to a
lo
ogging thread
d which saves the data to diisk during idlle time.

Figure 1.3
3 - SFG 3.0 User
U Interfacee. Scan param
meters are set up in the uppper left
corner, sysstem messagees appear in the upper rigght corner. Thhe raw SFG signal,
and IR pulse energy (aat the pickoff)) are plotted in the lower left corner. T
The IR
normalized
d SFG is plotted in the lo
ower right coorner. A typiccal scan stepss from
2800 – 3600 cm-1 by 5 cm-1, and each
e
step acqquires 200 SF
FG pulses. A single
spectrum is
i acquired in about 45 min
nutes.
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1..5.4

Singlee Crystal Ice Growth

Figure 1..4 – A “raw”” ice boule after
a
extractioon from the gglass crucible. The
boule is ab
bout 25 mm dia.
d X 130 mm
m long.

Singlee crystal ice was grown in a Bridggeman-Stockbbarger65 appaaratus (see
T
was
w controlleed via a sofftware basedd Proportionaal Integral
Section 2). Temperature
Derivative
D
(PID) control allgorithm that resulted in a +/- 2 milli-K
Kelvin stabiliity. Crystal
grrowth rate waas held to 100
0 nm per second. The ice bboules averageed 24.5 mm in diameter
an
nd 8.5 cm lon
ng. Growth yiield exceeds 90% single ccrystal boules. The growthh process is
diiscussed in more
m
detail in
n Sections 2 and
a 3. Samplles were initiaally cut from
m the boule
ussing a home built
b
circular saw fitted witth a home buiilt 4-degrees of freedom fiixture.
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Figure 1..5 – Home built ice saw. This circulaar saw replacced a 3-wheel band
saw. Chan
nging to a cllean-able circular saw prroved criticall to achievinng low
hydrocarbo
on contaminaation. The 4--degree of freeedom ice booule fixture ccan be
seen in thee foreground. Pictured here on the workkbench at rooom temperatuure, the
saw and fix
xture normallly reside in th
he -20 °C freeezer.

1..5.5

Selection of crysta
al plane
ve process waas used for c- axis orientatiion determinaation. First,
A two-stage iterativ

a Rigsby66,67 sttage was used
d to approxim
mately determ
mine the crysttal c-axis andd the boule
saawed to expo
ose the desirred crystalline face. The rough-cut saample was m
microtomed
prroducing a sm
mooth face, and then etcched68-71 withh Formvar (L
Ladd Researchh, Inc.) as
fo
ollows. The sample was mounted
m
on a microscope sslide and a sm
mooth surfacee produced
ussing a microtome. After about 30 min
nutes annealiing, the sampple was swipped with a
co
otton-tipped swab saturatted with 2%
% Formvar (inn 1,1-dichlorroethane) sollution and
pllaced in a microscope thaat was itself contained in a -20 °C freeezer. The sttage of the
microscope
m
waas counter-heeated and maiintained at -5 °C. While thhe sample etcched, timelaapse photomicrographs of the etch pit patterns weree recorded (F
Figure 1.9). E
Etch times
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for acceptable pit size was ca. 5 minutes. Fine crystal orientation was determined using
the geometry of the etch pits and a CAD program (ProgeCAD). The boule orientation
was adjusted on the saw and a new sample cut to expose the desired crystallographic
plane.

a-axis roll angle determination
1.1
1.0

b tan(30   )

a tan(30   )

0.9
0.8
0.7

b/a

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
-0.1
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

role angle  (degrees)

Figure 1.6 - a-axis roll determination for prism face samples. The ratio b/a is the
longer to the shorter width of a prism face etch pit. See also Figure 1.1 and
Figure 1.9.

1.5.6

Sample Preparation
Once the optical axis of the ice was determined, a suitable prism or basal face

sample was cut from the boule. Prepared ice samples averaged 8 mm thick × 2.5 cm
diameter with two 90 degrees apart reference flats for prism face samples, and
approximately 8 mm thick x 1.5 cm x 2.25 cm rectangles for basal face samples. The
surface was machined relatively smooth with a microtome (American Optical, Model
820) fitted with a disposable, diamond-coated blade (C. L. Sturkey, Inc.). The ice sample
was subsequently mounted in an air-tight, all-glass cell with fused quartz windows and
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the surface annealed at -20 °C for at least 48 hours producing an optically flat, low
distortion surface.

1.5.7

Rigsby Stage
As indicated in section 1.5.5 a Rigsby66,67 stage (back-lighted crossed polarizers

with a gimbaled sample stage between) is used to determine approximate c-axis
orientation. This methodology makes use of the slight birefringence of single crystal
ice.18,19 If the c-axis is oriented parallel to one of the two polarizer planes, the ice sample
will appear to be dark (at an “extinction” point, or angle) when it is viewed between the
crossed polarizers. If the c-axis is not parallel to one of these two planes, plane of
polarization of the light passing through the ice sample will be rotated, and will then pass
through the second polarizer to some degree. The result is that the ice sample will appear
to be “illuminated”, or off an extinction point. If a sample has multiple domains, each
domain will invariably have a unique c-axis orientation and the separate domains will be
readily visible. Figure 1.7 shows the Rigsby stage, Figure 1.8 shows two examples of ice
samples on the Rigsby stage. The sample on the left in the figure is single crystal and
with its c-axis aligned parallel to one of the two crossed polarizer planes. It appears
“dark”, with no additional illumination. On the right if the figure, another sample, grown
without proper process controls, is polycrystalline and clearly shows how miss-aligned caxis domains “light up” and easily become evident.
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Figure 1.7
7 – Showing the
t Rigsby staage in a corneer of the -20 °C freezer. A lightbox at thee base casts white
w
light upward
u
througgh a polarizeer (large ringg). The
polarized light
l
then passses through an ice samplee (central, gim
mbaled ring). After
passing th
hrough the sample, the (po
ossibly rotateed) plane pollarized light ppassed
through an
n analyzer (top ring) that iss at right anglles to the botttom-most pollarizer.
The geomeetry of the app
paratus allow
ws for four deggrees of freeddom.

Figure 1.8
8 – Two prissm face samp
ples on the R
Rigsby stage. The perspecctive is
looking do
own through the instrumeent, along thee central verttical axis. LE
EFT: a
single crysstal sample with
w its c-axis oriented paraallel to one off the polarizerr axes.
Note the c-axis
c
is NOT along the reference flaats, but at a small angle in this
sample. RIIGHT: a poly
ycrystalline saample grown w
without propeer process conntrols.
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1..5.8

Formv
var etching
After the
t optical ax
xis is roughly
y determined,, the boule is re-oriented oon the saw

so
o that the cho
osen face willl be exposed
d. Because thhe c-axis is nnormally apprroximately
peerpendicular (+/- 20 degreees) to the bo
oule axis, prism face sampples tend to bbe circular
(o
or elliptical) in
i outline. Co
onversely, bassal face sampples tend to bee rectangular in outline.
In
n order to veerify more prrecisely the c-axis
c
orientaation, an initiial rough cut sample is
prrepared by mounting it on a microscopee slide and theen the top surrface is microotomed flat
an
nd smooth. Fiigure 1.10 sh
hows the micrrotome storedd in the -20 °C
C freezer.

Figure 1.9
9 – Represen
ntative Formv
var etchings oof surfaces onn the basal 0001
plane (left)) and the seco
ondary prism 2110 planee (right). Bassed on pit shappe, the
basal planee is parallel to
o the surface to within 0.5°° and the c-axxis of the secoondary
prism surfface (right) is parallel to th
he surface to within 3.0°. For the prism
m face
(right), thee a-axis “roll”” angle off perrpendicular iss 3.6°. Scale bbars are 100 
m.
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Figure 1.1
10 – Microtom
me in freezerr. The crank hhandle (lowerr right) operates the
head. A microscope
m
sliide and one of
o the disposaable diamondd coated bladdes can
be seen on
n the folded white
w
napkin on
o top of the machine. Diisposable bladdes are
a key part of reducing hydrocarbon
h
contamination
c
n.

1..5.9

Samplle mounting
Within
n the closed glass cell (Figure
(
1.13)), the samplle rested on a circular

“ccarrier” consisting of a round
r
copperr ring, of recctangular crooss section w
with a thin
(0
0.002” thick)) Copper membrane affix
xed to one s ide. The ice was laminaated to the
membrane
m
via partial meltin
ng at the Cu/iice interface.
A freshly sawn sam
mple of know
wn orientationn was prepareed for mountiing by first
machining
m
the back (or mou
unting) side using
u
cleaned (with MeOH
H) Al2O3 sandppaper. The
teechnique is to
t simply reemove the saw
s
striationss, producingg a smooth surface in
prreparation fo
or fusing with
h the carrierr membrane. After mountting in the ccarrier, the
caarrier is temp
porarily mou
unted on a caarrier-to-micrrotome adapttor and the ttop face is
sh
haved flat an
nd smooth, using
u
the miccrotome. Thee protocol is to shave a decreasing
th
hickness seriees starting from
m 25 m, stopping at 5 m
m and in 10 
m steps. Seveeral passes
(cca. 10) of the microtome blade
b
are perfformed at eacch thickness ssetting. This pproduces a
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fllat, smooth su
urface that will
w anneal to optical qualiity in ca. 2 – 3 days insidde a closed
ceell.

Figure 1.1
11 – Picture of a freshly sawn
s
prism fface, mountedd in a carrierr (top).
The two reeference flats,, used to help
p with c-axis ddeterminationn can be seen on the
ice. The fixture used to
o grip the carrrier and affix it to the micrrotome head is also
shown (bo
ottom). A porrtion of one of the dispoosable microtoome blades ccan be
seen (extreeme top).

The caarrier/ice asseembly is clam
mped to the topp of an oxygeen-free-coppeer heat sink
th
hat extended out the botto
om of the celll. The far endd of the heatt sink was im
mmersed in
liquid nitrogen
n, cooling th
he ice for measurement.
m
. This setup produced icce surface
teemperatures -165
°C to -170°C
as measured
m
via a type T (C
Cu-CuNi) therrmocouple
em
mbedded in the top surrface. The glass
g
cell haad several pports to acccommodate
th
hermocouple wires, purge and dosing gases,
g
etc. W
Without breakiing the seal oof the cell,
th
he sample an
nd heat sink
k could be rotated
r
90° tto turn the ssample from
m s (c-axis
peerpendicular to the input plane)
p
to p (c--axis parallel to the input pplane) orientaation while
att cryogenic teemperatures.
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Figure 1.1
12 – An open
ned ice cell, at
a room tempperature, on thhe workbench. The
bottom half of the cell (glass) rests on a modifieed optical shhelf kinematicc stage
and mountting plate. Th
his provides fine
f
pitch/rolll control overr the ice surfface. A
freshly maade carrier is affixed to th
he top of the hheat sink whhich extends oout the
bottom off the cell. Thee heat-sink flutes,
fl
criticall for achievinng low tempeerature
operation (see Section 5.4), can bee seen at the bottom. Twoo side ports on the
glass botto
om can be seeen. One portt is not in usee, the other aallows passagge of a
thermocou
uple to measurre ice surfacee temperature..

Figuree 1.13 (below
w) illustrates how
h the cell iss aligned optiically to the innput lasers
an
nd output SF
F beams. Thee perspective is looking trransversely (ii.e.: along thhe -Y axis)
accross the plan
ne of incidencce. The preciision mirror m
mount (mentiioned above) allows for
piitch (rotation
n about the Y axis) and
d roll adjustm
ment (rotatioon about thee X axis).
Azimuthal
A
adju
ustment is acccomplished by
b rotating thhe ice carrier,, or the heat ssink inside
th
he cell. Z axiss adjustment is accomplish
hed via 1.5” ppost with a raack and pinioon drive. X
an
nd Y adjustm
ment is accomp
plished with a heavy duty ttranslation staage.
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Figure 1.1
13 – Line draw
wing of ice saample withinn a closed glasss cell. The body of
the glass cell
c is omitted for clarity. The sample is mounted in a copper ccarrier,
clamped to
o the top a cop
pper heat sink
k that extendss downward aand is immerrsed in
liquid nitro
ogen. The fussed quartz wiindows are orriented roughhly perpendicuular to
the beams. The ice sam
mple (hatched
d field) is 8m
mm thick x 255mm dia. A ttype T
thermocou
uple is imbedd
ded in the surrface of the icce about 1mm
m deep. The V
Vis and
IR beams are at 50° and
d 60° angle off incidence, thhe SF beam iss ca. 52°. Typiical ice
surface tem
mperature is -1
165 °C.

1..5.10 Surfacce Hydrocarb
bon Determiination
The prrotocol was validated
v
for low
l
hydrocarb
rbon contaminnation by preparing test
saamples and measuring
m
thee ssp spectru
um in the 27000 cm-1 to 3050 cm-1 reggion. Pulse
en
nergy levels could
c
be incrreased slightly because icee is transpareent in this bannd and the
in
ncreased enerrgy enhances detectability of any CH sstretch mode. Detection liimits were
esstablished by measuring an
n aqueous aceetonitrile systtem in a closeed cell with a 0.1x (mol
frraction) aceto
onitrile conceentration, suffficient to prroduce a 0.55x concentrattion at the
su
urface72. Such
h a system prroduced easily
y detected CH
H stretching modes. Compparing this
reeference peak
k intensity to
o any potentiial peak deteected on ice indicates thee effective
co
overage. The lack of any detectable
d
CH
H peaks in acttual samples iindicates an uupper limit
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of a very small fraction (e.g.: much less than 1%) of a monolayer for hydrocarbon
contamination. See Figure 1.14.

0.16
0.14

Verifying Low CH Contamination
0.1x acetonitrile/water
Boule 97, basal face

Intensity (arb. units)

0.12
0.10
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0.00
2800

2850

2900

2950

3000

Wavenumber

Figure 1.14 - Verifying low CH contamination. Both measurements are under
similar experimental conditions (except temperature). This plot shows the 2800 –
3000 cm-1 band of a typical ssp, basal face ice spectrum (red, squares) as
compared to a 0.5x acetonitrile concentration at the surface (black, triangles).
The upward sweep for the ice data (at the blue end) is the skirt of the 3100 cm-1
peak which exceeds 1.56 in this data set.

1.6
1.6.1

SFG Results and Discussion
Spectra of basal face
Previous spectral studies of ice have focused on the basal {0001} face.39-41,43,44 In

particular, the sum frequency generation (SFG) spectra of the basal face in both ssp and
ppp polarization have been published.39,41 The basal face has also been measured in the
present work both as a general reference (Figure 1.15) and to provide an accurate
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in
nternal comp
parison with the prism face.
f
The prresent measuurements aree in good
ag
greement with
h Groenzin, et
e al.41
The sssp spectrum appears
a
to bee relatively siimple with a strong featuure at 3100
cm
m-1 and a sho
oulder at abou
ut 3200 cm-1 (Figure 1.155, left). A weeak peak at aabout 3710
cm
m-1, widely accknowledged
d to be due to the d-OH moode,73 is also present, but ffalls out of
baand for this investigation
n. The d-OH,, or “danglinng OH” modde results from the unco
oordinated OH
O bond pressent on the surface.
s
Becaause it is nott hydrogen boonded and
ex
xtends into th
he vapor phasse, the frequeency of this m
mode is very nearly the saame as the
av
verage betweeen the symm
metric and asy
ymmetric vibbrational moddes of gaseouus water,74
37
706 cm-1.
The pp
pp polarizatio
on combination shows a bbroader, moree complex (i..e.: feature
riich) spectrum
m (Figure 1.1
15, right). Sp
pecifically, thhere is a featuure at about 3400 cm-1
(h
hereafter referred to as thee “3400 cm-11 feature”), thhat has relativvely low inteensity, and
sttands apart frrom the rest of
o the spectru
um. In contraast to the prissm face, the 3400 cm-1
feeature on the basal face iss observed in
n the ppp speectrum, but iss not present in the ssp
sp
pectrum, even
n when the inttensity axis iss expanded.

Figure 1.15 - The baasal {0001} face of ice in ssp (left
ft) and ppp (right)
polarizatio
on. Note thatt the visible and IR inteensities are tthe same forr each
spectrum, thus the surfface producess a much weaaker ppp thann ssp spectrum
m. The
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3400 cm-1 feature (actual 3385 cm-1) is visible in the ppp specctrum, but nott in the
ssp spectru
um. The amp
plitude of the ssp spectrum
m is ca. 6.8 tim
mes that of thhe ppp
spectrum at
a 3100 cm-1.

1..6.2

Spectrra of seconda
ary prism facce
p-Orieented Seconda
dary Prism Fa
ace
The seecondary prissm face presents richer fe
features for thhe modes aroound 3400

cm
m-1. Since thee prism face is
i anisotropic,, the crystal ccan be orienteed either withh the c-axis
in
n the plane off incidence (p
p-oriented) or perpendicullar to it (s-orriented). The 3400 cm-1
feeature is sen
nsitive to s-- vs. p-orien
ntation (Figu
ure 1.16 andd Figure 1..17). Both
orrientations off the prism facce produce sp
pectra that aree similar to thhat of the basaal face, but
with
w
importan
nt differencess. In p-orien
ntation the 34400 cm-1 feaature is visibble in ssp
po
olarization at about 3435 cm
c -1. Further, this feature aappears 50 cm
m-1 redder in pppp than it
iss in ssp (Figure 1.16).

Figure 1..16 – A priism face, p--oriented, ussing ssp andd ppp polariization
combinatio
ons. Left: the
t
two speectra showinng relative aamplitudes. Right:
expanded ordinate-axiss highlighting the 3435 cm-1 featuree and the different
modes obsserved with po
olarization.
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s--Oriented Seccondary Prism
m Face
When the crystal orrientation is tu
urned to s-oriientation, the 3400 cm-1 feeature is 30
cm
m-1 redder fo
or ssp than itt is for ppp (Figure
(
1.17)): opposite too the observaation in porrientation. In addition to th
his reverse reelationship, thhe frequencies of the peaks observed
on
n the s-oriented interface are
a slightly redder than thee p-oriented suurface (Tablee 1.2).

Figure 1..17 – A priism face, s--oriented, ussing ssp andd ppp polariization
combinatio
ons. Left: the
t
two speectra showinng relative aamplitudes. Right:
expanded ordinate-axiis highlightiing the revverse sense relationship with
polarizatio
on and the red
dder frequency
y compared too the p-orientted surface.

Of som
me note is the relative inteensity of the s-oriented sppectrum with respect to
th
he p-oriented
d spectrum. Close
C
examin
nation of thee spectra shoows that the s-oriented
su
urface producces a signal th
hat is about half
h the ampliitude of the p-oriented surfface. In all
caases the energ
gy densities at
a the surface were
w held connstant, only ccrystal orientaation or the
po
olarization off the visible an
nd SF beams changed.
Resultts from this 3400
3
cm-1 reg
gion are summ
marized in T
Table 1.2. Noote that the
frrequency of the
t mode doees not chang
ge due to chaanges in polaarization or oorientation.
Rather,
R
there are multiplee modes of slightly diffe
ferent hydroggen bond strrength and
diifferent orienttation, each sensitive
s
to a particular
p
com
mbination of polarization aand crystal
orrientation.
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Table 1.2 - Summary of results for the 3400 cm-1 region
Face
Orientation
Probe polarization
Mode (cm-1)
Basal
NA
Not observed
ssp
NA
3385
ppp
Prism
3435
p
ssp
3385
p
ppp
3385
s
ssp
3415
s
ppp

1.6.3

Discussion and analysis
Identification of hydrogen-bonded resonances is critical for using vibrational

spectroscopy to diagnose interactions and alteration of the hydrogen-bonded interactions
with solutes. For water, the free-OH resonance was identified with the first SFG
spectrum.73 In contrast, the bilayer stitching bonds in ice have only recently been
identified.40-42 This work focuses on the weakest hydrogen-bond resonances on the ice
surface near 3400 cm-1.
In aqueous solutions, both the bulk and the surface respond to the presence of
acids, bases, and salts.13,17,25,28,75-80 (Note the cited references are only a small sample of
this large body of work.) Based on previous work, there is ample evidence that, in water,
there is at least one bonding motif responsible for a prominent mode in the region of 3400
cm-1. Whether more modes are involved remains a matter of some speculation and
controversy. What is clear, however, is that these modes around 3400 cm-1 represent
weakly hydrogen-bonded species due to their position near the blue end of the hydrogenbonded region. Identifying resonances at the surface of liquid water is very challenging
due to a combination of short lifetimes and a plethora of accessible configurations. Single
crystal ice, on the other hand, has high degree of order with a more limited and well
defined number of bonding motifs. Thus, in addition to inherent interest in the ice
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surface, ice is a model hydrogen-bonded surface facilitating assigning hydrogen-bonded
resonances.
As the temperature of the ice falls below ca. -80°C, the SFG spectrum loses its
broad-banded, featureless water-like character, becomes more feature rich and increases
in intensity. Presumably this is due to the increased lifetime of the individual hydrogen
bonds, thereby narrowing the line width of individual modes as well as limiting the
number of accessible orientations.
Buch, et. al24 were probably the first to model the hydrogen-bonded region of ice
using computational simulations of sum frequency generation. This facilitated a deeper
understanding of the basal surface of ice but did not produce any firm spectral
assignments. Groenzin, et al.40,41 measured the hydrogen-bonded region of the basal face
using SFG and identified the 3100 cm-1 feature. Its apparent temperature sensitivity was
found to be due to two closely spaced, overlapping modes that change relative intensity
with temperature.
Based on observation of a significant quadrupole component, Groenzin et. al41
assigned the 3100 cm-1 peak to the bilayer “stitching” bonds between layers on the basal
face. Recently, Ishiyama and Morita, et. al42 used MD simulation to explain both the high
intensity and the quadrupole component of the reddest hydrogen-bonded feature,
experimentally observed at 3100 cm-1. In context of a relatively detailed understanding of
the 3100 cm-1 feature on the basal face, this paper presents data and tentative assignments
for modes near 3400 cm-1 that appear in SFG spectra of both the basal and secondary
prism faces.

Discussion of the 3400 cm-1 Region
The liquid water SFG spectra contain at least two, broad features: one near 3200
cm-1, the other near the 3400 cm-1.14 The 3400 cm-1 region is of specific interest due to the
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observation that its intensity increases upon addition of halide salts to water.14,81-83
Associating the altered intensity with changes in the water structure remains a challenge.
Current efforts to construct this association include so-called phase sensitive (i.e.:
complex) SFG measurements,84,85 which show that the hydrogen-bonded features are
very broad, making it difficult to identify the resonances, much less associate those
resonances with particular bonding motifs or interactions.
For ice, the 3400 cm-1 feature is at the bluest end of the hydrogen-bonded region,
so it is likely due to relatively weakly hydrogen-bonded species. Thus, the 3400 cm-1
feature is generally thought to be associated with 3-coordinate water molecules in the top
half bilayer. Three-coordinate molecules can either be double donors (also called d-O) or
single donors (d-OH). The single donor OH is the companion to the free-OH and is
expected to form a relatively strong hydrogen bond24 and appear more toward the red end
of the hydrogen-bonded region. Thus, all 3400 cm-1 modes are tentatively assigned to
double donors. The following presents an analysis with potential mode assignments based
on this double-donor motif.

Basal Face
On the basal face of ice, all double donors are the same: all form donor bonds to
four-coordinate molecules in the lower half of the top bilayer. Thus, as observed, the
3400 cm-1 feature on the basal face is expected to be a single peak (Figure 1.15). These
two donor bonds are necessarily out of the surface plane. Bond strain due to the dangling
valence results in relatively weak hydrogen-bonds,86 hence the OH stretch appears at the
blue end of the hydrogen-bonded range. Because the dipole is out of the surface plane,
there is a non-zero component of the dipole in the direction of the surface normal.
Observation of, at best weak, intensity in ssp indicates that XXZ is negligible. Since XXZ
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is negligible, it does not cancel ZZZ (see Eq. (1.1.6)), the hyperpolarizability is largely
longitudinal, and the mode is observed with only the ppp polarization combination.
Conclusion that the 3400 cm-1 peak is longitudinal is consistent with earlier
reported polarization angle null (PAN) measurements.41 A largely longitudinal
polarization is consistent with recent theoretical calculations87 that, due to the dangling
coordination (d-O), molecules in the top bilayer have a larger range of motion
perpendicular to the surface. Hence changes in both the electric dipole and the
polarizability are greatest perpendicular to the surface; thereby enhancing χZZZ relative to
χXXZ. Thus, the 3400 cm-1 feature appears relatively intense on the basal face. There is
only one possible choice of assignment in this case: the 3385 cm-1 peak observed only in
ppp SFG on the basal face is assigned to the double donor, d-O motif. See Figure 1.18.

c
*
a3

a1

*

*
a2

Figure 1.18 - View of the hexagonal ice structure of the basal face at the surface
showing the “chair” water structure of the bilayers and bonding between two
basal plane bilayers (stitching bonds). Top-half bilayer water molecules (starred)
may have double donor OH bonds to the lower 4-coordinate molecules in the
lower half of the top bilayer. Molecules with this bonding motif contribute to the
3400 cm-1 feature. Note that some, but not all of these (*) molecules are double
donors. Some others but not all are single donors, giving rise to the d-OH bond.
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Secondary
S
Priism Face
Severaal different faaces can be cut
c from the prism sides of the ice cryystal. This
work
w
focuses on
o the {2110
0 or secondaary prism planne (Figure 1.1). Because tthis face is
allso anisotrop
pic, the crystaal may be oriented
o
with the c-axis pparallel (p-orriented) or
peerpendicular (s-oriented) to
o the plane off incidence. O
On this face, tthe upper halff of the top
biilayer featurees dimers – two water molecules
m
hy drogen bondded to each oother. The
reemaining threee coordinatio
ons consist off one danglingg coordinatioon and two boonds to the
lo
ower-half layeer (Figure 1.1
19).

Figure 1.1
19 - Schematiic of the secon
ndary prism fface explicitlyy showing thee three
bonding motifs
m
of dou
uble-donor su
urface molecuules: (1) douuble donor too fourcoordinatee water, (2) double
d
donor with one cooordination to a three-coorddinate,
double-don
nor molecule and one to a four-coordinnate water m
molecule, (3) ddouble
donor with
h one coordiination to a three-coordin
t
nate, single-ddonor molecuule and
one to a four-coordinat
fo
te water moleecule. Remainning structurre is a schem
matic of
the oxygen
n lattice. The c axis lies along the ssurface dimerr bonds; the a-axis
perpendicu
ular to the surrface.

Consid
der one moleccule of the diimer, one witth a d-O coorrdination; thiss molecule
caan be: (a) an acceptor
a
from
m its dimer paartner or (b) a donor to its ddimer partnerr. If it is an
accceptor (a), then
t
both off its remainin
ng coordinatiions must bee donor bondds to fourco
oordinate mo
olecules in th
he lower-half of the top bbilayer. Becauuse the donoor OHs are
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symmetrical, these two donors have a symmetric and an asymmetric combination. The
asymmetric combination produces a dipole change parallel to the surface and is therefore
SFG inactive for both ppp and ssp. This is because the IR beam is always polarized in the
plane of incidence in our setup and cannot couple with the molecule. The symmetric
mode is SFG active because the dipole does not lie in the surface plane and there is a
component of the dipole along the z-axis and can couple with the p polarized IR beam.
This is analogous to the motif on the basal face except that there is a mirror plane defined
by the surface normal and the c-axis. Hence, the hydrogen-bonded resonance from those
d-O, double-donor molecules is expected to be near 3385 cm-1 as it is on the basal face;
though probably with different intensity.
The prism face provides an additional handle for definitive identification of this
mode. In this case, since the z-axis component of the dipole change is the same without
regard to crystal orientation, and the IR polarization is always p, the dipole itself does not
help with mode identification. However, since the visible beam polarization may be
changed, polarizability may be used to help with mode identification. The prism face can
be oriented with the c axis in the plane of incidence, called p orientation, or with the c
axis perpendicular to the plane, called s orientation. In p orientation, the symmetry axis of
the double donor is in the input plane; in s orientation, the symmetry axis is perpendicular
to the input plane. For individual water molecules, the polarizability of the symmetric
stretch is largest along the symmetry axis, smaller in the molecular plane perpendicular to
the symmetry axis, and much smaller perpendicular to the molecular plane.88
In p orientation, the largest polarizability is in the input plane, the smaller one
perpendicular to it. Accordingly, the 3385 cm-1 peak is observed when the stimulating
electric field (i.e.: the visible beam) is in the input plane: i.e. in ppp polarization. It is
weaker and not observed when the stimulating field is perpendicular to the input plane,
i.e. ssp polarization.
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Turnin
ng the crystal to s orientatiion rotates thee largest polaarizability perrpendicular
to
o the input plane. Hencee the 3385cm-1 peak is observed w
when the visible beam
po
olarization is perpendiculaar to the inpu
ut plane, i.e. inn ssp polarization. In anallogy to the
baasal face bonding motif, th
he 3385 cm-1 resonance obbserved on thhe p-oriented, secondary
prrism face is assigned
a
to theese double do
onor water moolecules on thhe surface.

20 - Two con
nfigurations for
f the seconndary prism fface dimer: (A
A) the
Figure 1.2
single-don
nor hydrogen bonds to a double-donorr dimer partnner (B) the ssingledonor hyd
drogen bondss to a single-donor, d-OH
H partner. Both the vibraational
frequency and the pollarizability off the single donor are alltered by its dimer
partner. Arrow
A
indicates subject molecule.
m
Uppper right: eleectrostatic pootential
map.

In thee second casse (b), the subject
s
moleecule again hhas a d-O uunsatisfied
co
oordination but is a donor to its dimer partner
p
(Figurre 1.20). Thee molecule theerefore has
on
nly one bond to donate to the next layerr. The bond too the dimer ppartner, being parallel to
th
he surface, is SFG silent. The bond do
own to the loower half of the top bilayyer is SFG
acctive. The cry
ystal orientatio
on and polariization dependdence of this bonding mottif suggests
a spectral assig
gnment as follows.
The dimer partner can have either a d-O ((Figure 1.20A
A) or a d-OH
H (Figure
1..20B). These two configurrations of thee nearest neigghbor, dimer ppartner likelyy influence
th
he OH stretch
hing frequency
y of the subjeect molecule. Further, the ppolarizability of the OH
sttretch is expeccted to be diffferent in conffigurations (A
A) vs. (B) of F
Figure 1.20.
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The spectra show two remaining un-assigned resonances: 3415 cm-1 and the 3435
cm-1. Both modes have larger polarizability perpendicular to the c axis than along the c
axis: the 3415 cm-1 mode has significant intensity only when the c-axis is perpendicular
to the plane of incidence (i.e.: s-oriented ice) and the visible polarization is in the plane of
incidence (i.e.: p-polarized). The 3435 cm-1 mode only has significant intensity when the
c-axis is in the plane of incidence (i.e.: p-oriented ice) and the probing polarization (i.e.:
the visible beam) is perpendicular to the c axis (i.e.: s-polarized). The 3415 cm-1 mode
appears to be a longitudinal mode: its ZZZ hyperpolarizability is larger than its XXZ
hyperpolarizability. In contrast, the 3435 cm-1 mode appears to be a transverse mode: its
XXZ hyperpolarizability is larger than its ZZZ hyperpolarizability.
Correlating the experimental hyperpolarizability orientation conclusions in the
immediately preceding paragraphs with the dimer picture illustrated in Figure 1.20
suggests the following assignment. With two vertically oriented dangling lone pairs, the
polarizability of the dimer illustrated in Figure 1.20(A) is strongly longitudinal and the
oscillating dipole is nearly along the subject molecule next-layer donating OH bond,
essentially perpendicular to the c axis. Hence, the 3415 cm-1 mode is tentatively assigned
to motif (A). The oscillating dipole of motif (B) is similarly nearly perpendicular to the c
axis, but its polarizability is more tangential. The 3435 cm-1 mode is thus tentatively
assigned to motif (B). Testing these tentative assignments awaits further experimental
and/or theoretical work.
It should be mentioned that there are other potential assignments for the 3415 and
3435 cm-1 modes. For example, on the other side of the subject molecule shown in
Figure 1.20, the donor coordination up from the bottom-half layer can also be SFG
active. Since such donor molecules are four coordinate, the hydrogen bonds formed are
expected to be strong and thus strongly red shifted, i.e. more in the 3200 cm-1 region.
Similarly, the d-OH partner shown in Figure 1.20B has a similar bonding orientation as
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that of the subject molecule, thus has similar SFG activity. However, the hydrogen bond
between the companion OH and the lower-half of the top bilayer (i.e.: the 4-coordinate
molecules) tends to be of low strain. This lower strain produces a stronger hydrogen bond
and therefore greater red shift. There is some speculation24 that this bonding motif may be
associated with the 3200 cm-1 feature common to all the ppp spectra. For these reasons,
the assignments indicated in the preceding paragraph are favored. Future theoretical and
experimental work will likely test these assignments.
1.7

Conclusion
The unique attributes (i.e.: polarization, orientation, and relative phase

interference) of SFG plus the highly periodic nature and low thermal energy of cryogenic,
single-crystal ice and dissimilarities between the isotropic basal face and the anisotropic
prism face has been used to obtain several mode assignments on the surface of the basal
and secondary prism faces. The peak appearing at 3385 cm-1 is assigned to threecoordinate, double-donor (with d-O) water molecules in the top-half of the upper most
bilayer on the basal face and the similar double donor to four-coordinate water on the
prism face. Observed peaks appearing at 3415 cm-1 or 3435 cm-1 are assigned to those
three coordinate (with d-O) molecules on the surface that have only single donors to the
4-coordinate molecules in the bottom half of the top bilayer. Sorting the 3415 and 3435
cm-1 modes is more tentative. Current experimental evidence favors assigning the 3415 cm1

mode to dimer pairs, both of which have dangling lone pairs. The 3435 cm-1 mode is

assigned to pairs consisting of a dangling lone pair and a dangling OH. Further testing
and resolution of these last assignments await further experimentation and/or theoretical
study.
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1.8

Future work
Future experimentation could include a similar set of experiments e.g.: SFG ,

focused on the primary prism face. The primary prism face has at least one additional
bonding motif that includes long zigzagged H-bonded chains in the top half of the top
bilayer. This is in contrast to the hexagonal chairs of the basal face, or the dimers of the
secondary prism face.
Future experimentation could include carefully controlled surface dosing
experiments. Several attempts were made in this research to dose the surface with probe
molecules like methanol, sulfur dioxide, and ethanethiol. However, none of the dosing
experiments produced any result other than a general suppression of the spectrum. The
exact reason for this result is undetermined. One would expect to observe characteristic
changes in the SFG spectrum caused by the presence of a probe molecule on the surface.
In terms of crystal growth, more boules should be grown and their crystal
orientation fully determined. Although nearly 100 boules have been grown, the process
changed over time and has only recently stabilized. The statistical sample size for fully
oriented boules (that is, those whose crystalline orientation was fully characterized using
optical and etching methods) using the new growth protocol is still rather small (about a
dozen). The tendency of the a-axis to be oriented along the boule axis is not very well
understood. More statistical data in this area could shed some light on the problem.
Recently single crystal boules have been sent to Prof. Ian Baker of the Thayer
School of Engineering, Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire. Recent
communication with Prof. Baker indicates the samples demonstrated anomalous
mechanical properties and that he would like more samples to follow up on this line of
research. This shows another area for future research. That is, simply growing and
supplying high quality single crystal ice to other ice researchers. Ready availability of
large, verified single crystal boules could be a boon to ice research.
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2 Ice Growth Apparatus

2.1

Introduction
Of critical importance in this research is the ability to manufacture, reproduce

ably, the material of interest: low defect density, single crystal ice. Some considerable
effort has been put into finding a practical solution to this important problem. Various
methods of growing single crystal ice have been described by a number of
researchers18,19,49,89,90 and further described by Groenzin and Li.91,92 With the exception of
Groenzin and Li, very little is made of the difficulty in accomplishing the task. However,
it is clear from the level of effort devoted to growing single crystal ice in this laboratory,
across (now) three graduate student careers and more than a decade here at the Shultz
laboratory, that a high yield process is no small accomplishment.
One key accomplishment by Groenzin and Li 91,92 is the development, design and
construction of the basic modified Bridgeman-Stockbarger apparatus adapted for the
production of ice. The mondified design incorporates two concentric, cylindrical baths of
ethylene glycol and a “shelf” with a hole in it, centrally located within in the inner bath,
dividing it into two communicating volumes. A stepper motor and controller provide the
mechanical drive to lower a glass crucible into the apparatus.
The inner bath is static and it does not circulate. The shelf divides the inner bath
into two regions: upper and lower. In the upper region, a coiled heating element, near the
periphery of the inner bath, maintains a temperature above freezing. The lower region has
no such heater and is allowed to come into thermal equilibrium with the outer bath via
conduction through the wall of the inner bath. The outer bath circulates through a chiller
that maintains a constant temperature below freezing. Due to the effects of the counter
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heater, and the below freezing outer bath, a temperature gradient is set up within the inner
bath. When the counter heater power and outer bath set point temperature are set
correctly, a 0 °C “surface” can be confined to the hole in the shelf. In this way, the
volume above the hole, the ethylene glycol is above freezing. In the volume below the
hole, the temperature is below freezing.

access hole
for crucible
+2C

out to chiller
heater

0 C

shelf
hole

-3C
gradient

RTD
inner bath
In from chiller
outer bath

Figure 2.1 – Diagram of inner structure of modified Bridgeman-Stockbarger
apparatus. The outer bath sets the low temperature at -3 °C; the counter heater
sets the 0 °C surface. The 0 °C surface is “pinned” within the hole of the shelf by
software control. The counter heater establishes a temperature gradient as shown
on the left.

In order to grow ice, a cylindrical glass crucible that contains highly purified
water, is slowly lowered into the inner bath without rotation, and through the hole in the
shelf by the stepper motor drive system. The water freezes as the crucible is lowered
through the zero degree “surface” confined to the hole. Crystallization is nucleated by the
introduction of a polycrystalline “seed” induced to form in a small capillary at the very
bottom of the crucible by super cooling to the point of freezing with a methanol/dry ice
(ca. -78 °C) bath. After growth is complete, we call the resulting plug of ice in the
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crrucible a “b
boule”, in a manner similar to thee growth off large singgle crystal
seemiconductorr boules.

Figure 2.2
2 – Picture off top of ice grrowth apparattus showing ddrive system aand an
ice cruciblle. The ice gro
owth process is mid-way inn this photograph.

As onee would expect, the velocitty of the cruccible through the freezing zzone, outer
baath temperatu
ure, counter heater
h
power, and temperatture stability oof the room, outer bath,
an
nd inner bath all play criticcal roles in siingle crystal, single domain production yield. The
work
w
of Li and
d Groenzin prroduced a set of condition s that gave a rough yield oof 10% for
siingle crystal, single domaiin boules. Ho
owever, such a low yield ccoupled with the extend
leength of time it takes to grrow a boule, has
h a strong nnegative influuence on “expperimental
th
hroughput”, greatly
g
hindering the rate of
o research. O
One of the majjor contributiions of this
reesearch is th
he improvemeent of the basic Modifieed Bridgemann-Stockbargeer machine
itself, establish
hment of ap
ppropriate operating condditions, and eestablishmentt of stable
prroduction pro
otocols that yiield single cry
ystal, single ddomain, ice booules with a yyield in the
raange above 90
0%. Figure 2.3
2 below sho
ows the blockk diagram of tthe final systeem.
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X
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Outer Bath Temp. (PTD)
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KOHM
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Shelf Temperature
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VDC
Heater Amps

IEEE-488

RS-232

Keithley 2000 DMM

ADC

Heater

Programmable Power Supply

VOLTS

Figure 2.3 – Block diagram of ice growth apparatus. A desktop PC
communicates with several DMMs using RS-232 and IEEE-488 protocols. Two
DMMs read the resistance of an RTD or a PTD and convert that to temperature.
Two DMMs read the voltage and current applied to the heating element inside
the apparatus. The shelf temperature (RTD) is used as feedback to the PID
control algorithm. Control is established by commanding the B&K Precision
Model 9130 programmable power supply to a new voltage.

2.1.1

Modified Bridgeman-Stockbarger
The Bridgeman-Stockbarger technique65,93 of making single crystals involves

moving a crucible filled with the liquid phase through a zone of cooling that incorporates
a temperature gradient. In moving through the temperature gradient from above the
melting point to below, a crystal of high purity and quality is grown. In comparison to
Stockbargers’ original geometry, the current design geometry is essentially identical. But
the current geometry is essentially upside down with respect to designs typically used in
growing single crystal semiconductors. In the semiconductor design, the melt is in the
lower part of the crucible and the solid phase is in the top. The temperature gradient is
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frrom hot at thee bottom of th
he apparatus, to cool at thee top of the aapparatus. Thee crystal is
grrown by slow
wly pulling thee crucible outt of the melt.
In the Stockbargerss’ and the preesent design,, the solid phhase is in the bottom of
th
he crucible, an
nd the liquid phase is at th
he top. The cruucible motionn is downwarrd from the
warm
w
part of th
he apparatus, through the freezing
f
zonee, into the coldd part of the aapparatus.

Figure 2.4
4 – The fully insulated Mo
odified Bridgeeman-Stockbarger apparattus sits
on a 3-foo
ot square pieece of granitee, floating onn three air ppillars for vibbration
isolation. Supply
S
and reeturn hoses (5
5/8” ID) circuulate 70%wt ethylene/glyccol at 3 °C and at nearly 23 L/min. The drive
d
system and a mountted crucible ccan be
seen at thee top.

2..1.2

Intern
nal constructtion
In ordeer to establish
h a temperatu
ure gradient, a counter heaater is used inn the upper

haalf of the ceentral, static ethylene gly
ycol bath. Thhis heater is a very simpple helical
winding
w
of 24
4AWG NiCrr wire, insullated with P
PTFE “spagheetti” tubing. Electrical
co
onnections arre provided by
y crimped buttt-splices thatt interface straanded, insulaated copper
wire.
w
A crimp
ped connectio
on is necessarry because N
NiCr wire (a kind of stainnless steel)
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caannot be “weet” by solder, so directly soldered
s
connnection betweeen NiCr andd Cu is not
po
ossible.

5 – Showing the internal structure
s
of thhe apparatus. The counter heater
Figure 2.5
is the alum
minum tube wrapped
w
with NiCr wire. T
The shelf withh its hole andd RTD
can be seeen at lower leeft. The cruccible clamp an
and drive systtem can be sseen in
upper right.

At thee bottom of the counter heater, a cirrcular “shelf”” made from
m ¼” thick
po
olycarbonate is attached. The
T shelf has a concentric hole that alloows the crucibble to pass
th
hrough with a small gap (cca. ¼”) around
d its periphery
ry. The finite thickness of tthe shelf is
im
mportant. Thee thickness allows
a
for a small volum
me within whhich to “pin”” the 0 °C
su
urface via computer contrrol. If the sheelf were too tthin, no degrree of compuuter control
co
ould pin the 0 °C surface within
w
the holle and the 0 °°C surface woould “flutter” above and
beelow the holee with even th
he smallest ex
xternal temperrature variatioon.
The sh
helf does not fit tightly wiithin the inneer bath. Insteaad, there is a small gap
(cca. ¼”) betweeen the edge of the shelf and
a the wall oof the inner bbath. This gaap, coupled
with
w the smalll gap between the hole an
nd crucible aallows for a ccontinuous teemperature
grradient within
n the hole thaat is not too stteep. If the tem
mperature graadient within the hole is
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too steep, crystal flaws will develop and secondary domains may also become
established. The exact magnitude of the gradient has never been measured. Instead,
practical experience with crystal growth under varying gradients (which can be inferred
qualitatively) indicates a small gradient promotes higher quality boules.

2.1.3

Chiller
A chiller sets the outer bath temperature. It is a Thermo/NESLAB RTE 740

Digital Plus model with heating and cooling capabilities. It uses an internal
Proportional/Integral/Differential (PID) temperature control mechanism. The PID control
constants were optimized from the factory defaults to account for the length of the hoses
connecting the chiller to the outer bath. Because of the finite coolant flow rate, it is
possible to cause the temperature control to become unstable and temperature oscillations
can result. This is the case for the factory default PID control constants and they were
adjusted heuristically to provide maximum stability and minimum thermal response time.
The hoses that connect the chiller to the outer bath are also important for
optimum system performance. Originally, these hoses were ¼” OD x 3/16” ID plastic
tubing. Also, they were laid up adjacent to each other, within a common insulating
sleeve. This configuration essentially formed a crude counter-flow heat exchanger
structure, in direct opposition to the function of the chiller. The small hose diameter unnecessarily restricted flow rates to ca. 4 L/min.
During a re-build operation of the whole ice growing apparatus, the connecting
hoses were changed to 5/8” ID hoses and all the pipe fittings were replaced with those
appropriate for 5/8” ID hoses. This significantly reduced pump back pressure and
allowed the flow rate to increase to nearly 23 L/min, the maximum flow rate the chiller
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caan provide. Additionally,
A
the routing and
a insulationn of the hosees was changged so that
eaach hose was individually insulated, red
ducing the heaat exchange eeffect.

Figure 2.6
6 – Picture of the Therm
mo/NESLAB RTE 740 chiller. The ccoolant
supply and
d return hosees (black, inssulated) can bbe seen at thhe rear. The chiller
specific ellectronic conttrol (a PID) is
i seen mounnted on top of the machinne. The
chiller set--point is -3.3 °C.

Also during
d
the reebuild, the ou
uter insulatioon of the outter bath was enhanced.
Originally
O
onlly two layerss of expandeed LDPE at aabout ½” thiick, the insulation was
ch
hanged to two
o layers of 5//8” thick expanded butyl rrubber for a ttotal thicknesss of 1 ¼”.
With
W the abovee mentioned changes
c
in thee system, the apparatus waas able to prooduce outer
baath temperatu
ure stability of
o ca. +/- 0.02
2 °C even thoough the room
m temperaturee varied by
ass much as +/- 5 °C.
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2..2

Modifieed Bridgeman-Stockbarg
ger computerr control
As meentioned in Section
S
1, a key innovatiion in the higgh yield production of

siingle crystal ice
i is the imp
position of co
omputer tempperature contrrol. The methhodology is
a feedback tecchnique comm
monly known
n as a Propoortional Integgral Derivativve, or PID
allgorithm.

PIID’s have become quite common inn many typess of industriial process

co
ontrol. This includes
i
temp
perature contrrol, flow conntrol, positionn, velocity, ettc.. A PID
caan be implem
mented in hard
dware, in a strrictly analog sense or evenn a digital sennse. A PID
caan also be im
mplemented in
i software, especially
e
if the process can be contrrolled with
peeriodic samplling. And, thiis is the case for the ice ggrowing proceess, which is controlled
by
y measuring the temperatu
ure at the sheelf, and makiing an approppriate adjustm
ment in the
prrogrammablee power supply for the heatter once everyy ten secondss.
2..2.1

PID
orithm is giveen below:
A blocck diagram off the PID algo

Figure 2.7
7 – The PID
D algorithm as
a applied too the ice groowing process. The
measured temperature
t
y(t)
y (“output”” of the proceess) is fed bacck negativelyy to the
input. It iss summed ag
gainst the settpoint temperrature r(t) to generate thee error
signal, e(t)). The error signal, e(t), is processed inn three ways: 1) the “preseent” 2)
the “historry” or the “p
past”, and 3) the “futuree” or “predicctive”. Thesee three
generated signals are th
hen summed and
a used to dderive a new control signaal, u(t),
to drive the process (sheelf temperatu
ure) closer to tthe setpoint.
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In the process of growing the ice, that which can be controlled is the temperature
at the shelf, and specifically the temperature in the hole of the shelf. The more stably this
temperature can be held, the better. The measured temperature is designated y(t)
(“output” of the process) is a periodically sampled value and is fed back negatively to the
input. At the input, y(t) is summed against the desired setpoint temperature r(t) to
generate the error signal, e(t). That is, e(t) = r(t) – y(t). The error signal, e(t), is processed
in three ways: 1) the “present” 2) the “history” or the “past”, and 3) the “future” or
“predictive”. It is these three ways of processing the error signal that gives the PID
algorithm its power. The error “in the present” is scaled by Kp. The historical error or the
history of the system is represented by the scaling (Ki) and integration of the errors from
the past, up until “the present”. Finally, a “prediction” of the error in “the future” is made
by scaling (Kd) and differentiating the error in the present. These three generated signals
are then summed and used to derive a new control signal, u(t), to drive the process (shelf
temperature) closer to the setpoint. The actual signal u(t) is a text command sent to the
programmable power supply that powers the counter heater within the ice growing
apparatus. If the shelf temperature is above the setpoint, the power supply is commanded
to generate a lower voltage (reduce the power) and the inner bath cools slightly. If the
shelf temperature is below the setpoint, the power supply is commanded to generate a
higher voltage (increase the power) and the inner bath warms slightly. In this way, the
temperature at the shelf, in the hole of the shelf, is controlled to the +/- milli-Kelvin
levels.
The PID control coefficients were determined by a heuristic process. A series of
step changes in setpoint were commanded and the response of the system was noted. First
the proportional constant (Kp) was adjusted, then the integral constant (Ki) was adjusted,
and finally the differential constant (Kd) was adjusted. The goal for acceptable
performance was when the shelf temperature showed only a single overshoot past the
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setpoint and a minimum settling time to within +/- 0.002 Kelvin. Table 2.1 lists the final
PID control coefficients.

Table 2.1 - PID Control Coefficients

2.2.2

Kp

70.00

Ki

10.00

Kd

3.00

Software (general)
The software used to control the temperature of the ice growing apparatus is

called “Ice Machine Temperature Controller” and is currently at version 1.3.2.1. The
software is written in LabVIEW 8.51 and incorporates the mentioned PID algorithm, a
user interface, a logging function capable of automatically indexing file names, and the
ability to interface with two DMMs (to sense the power supply voltage and current) via a
IEEE-488 bus, a DMM that measures the resistance of the RTD (located in the shelf) via
an RS-232 protocol, a DMM that measures the resistance of the PTD (located in the outer
bath) also via an RS-232 protocol, and finally the B&K Precision Model 9130
programmable power supply via a third RS-232 interface.
The software converts the non-linear, negative temperature coefficient RTD
resistance to temperature in °C and the linear, positive temperature coefficient PTD
resistance to temperature in °C for use in various places in the program. Table 2.2 and
Table 2.2 list the calibration coefficients for the RTD and PTD respectively.

Table 2.2 – GE Model MA100 RTD Calibration Coefficients
Y0

1902.791490
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A

30700.879280

t0

18.748120

To obtain these coefficients, the resistance vs. temperature of the device was
measured and then curve fit using the following exponential function:
/

0

(2.1)

Where: R is the measured resistance in ohms.
In the case of the Omega Model PMA PTD, the resistance vs. temperature
function is linear but the resistance vs. temperature curve still has three coefficients:

Table 2.3 - Omega Model PMA PTD Calibration Coefficients
R0

100.167500



0.003925

offset

0.167500

And the temperature is found by the following equation:
∗

(2.2)

Where: R is the measured resistance in ohms and offset compensates for lead
resistance.

The user interface of the Temperature Control Software is shown in Figure 2.8.
The interface allows for changing of the most frequently adjusted parameters. However,
the software also uses a Windows “INI” file to store all the calibration coefficients and
other options. The INI file is located in the same directory as the program.
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Figure 2.8
8 – Ice Mach
hine Temperaature Controlller Software user interface. The
desired sheelf temperaturre setpoint (n
normally -1 °C
C) is adjustedd in the upper left. If
a log file name is prov
vided, the “L
Logging” buttton is enableed and the loogging
function may
m be started
d. The “Run/S
Stop” button enables the ttemperature ccontrol
function. The
T counter heater Voltaage/Amperagee/Power is inndicated alonng the
right hand
d side. A strip
p chart indicates the recentt history of shelf temperatture as
compared to setpoint along the botto
om of the interrface.

2..3

Degassiing
It has been
b
found th
hrough experiience that if tthe water in thhe crucible iss degassed,

deefect density and the tend
dency to form
m multiple doomains withinn the boule aare greatly
reeduced. The original deegassing opeeration took place under ultrasonic agitation.
However,
H
stan
nding acousticc waves havee been observved to trap sm
mall gas bubbbles within
th
he water collumn. Becau
use of this, the ultrasonnic agitation step has ssince been
diiscontinued.
The prresent degassiing operation
n utilizes a meechanical vacuuum pump annd vacuum
lin
ne to reduce the pressure within
w
the cru
ucible to abouut 20 torr. Thhe crucible is immersed
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in
n an ice/waterr bath contain
ned in a high quality Dewaar, thereby lowering and ppre-chilling
th
he crucible in preparation to
t ice growth..
Origin
nally, the deg
gassing operattion lasted onnly 35 min.922 However, it has been
fo
ound that the diffusion con
nstant of many gases, incluuding CO2, N2, and O2 is oonly on the
orrder of 1.5 x 10-5 m2/s94,95 and, when co
oupled with reelatively low dissolved moole fraction
off about 2 x10
0-5 for each gas
g at 0 °C,96 a half hour of degassing at 20 Torr m
most likely
do
oes not signifficantly reducce the dissolved gas contennt, especially since the watter column
iss nearly 18 cm
m deep. With this in mind, the degassingg operation w
was extended bby a factor
off four to two full hours.

uum line. Thee ice crucible is connectedd to the
Figure 2.9 – Water deegassing vacu
a upper right. The bottom
m of the crucibble extends innto the
hose with the adaptor at
ht) filled with
h ice/water. A water trap ccan be seen att lower
glass Dewar (lower righ
center held
d within the stainless steeel Dewar fillled with LN
N2. The mechhanical
vacuum pu
ump is seen att bottom left of center.
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3 Ice Growth Habits
3.1

Introduction
Once the ice production process stabilized, and the number of single crystal,

single domain boules increased, a number of trends were observed. First and foremost
was that the c-axis was typically oriented nearly perpendicular to the boule axis (i.e.: the
c-axis was parallel to the ice/water growth interface). This seemed to be in close
concordance with the analysis of Ketcham and Hobbs49 who give experimental evidence
and an explanation based on surface tension (surface energies) of two adjacent crystallites
where one “edges out” the other. Of some importance, their experimental setup is very
close to our growth setup: using a moving crucible, capillary, polycrystalline seed and
even crucible velocity. They conclude, through this selection process, ice grown from the
melt will have a preferred orientation where the c-axis is parallel to the solid/liquid
interface. Their analysis focusses on the grain boundary at the solid/liquid interface and
the relative c-axis orientation of the two grains with respect to the boundary and the
solid/liquid interface.
Essentially, Ketcham and Hobbs explain that if the c-axis of a grain is more
closely oriented to perpendicular to the grain boundary than an adjacent grain, and is
more steeply oriented to the solid/liquid interface, it will be “edged out” by the adjacent
grain. Thus, the grains that survive this selection process are those whose c-axis is
parallel to the growth surface. If two grains have an equal degree of parallelism to the
solid/liquid interface, then the grain with its c-axis closer to perpendicular to the grain
boundary will be “edged out”. Eventually, only a single domain remains, or possibly two
domains with c-axes nearly parallel, but perpendicular to the domain wall. This last
condition has been observed in our apparatus on several occasions. See Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3..1 - A doublee domain bou
ule viewed ennd-on in the Rigsby stagee. This
was a casee where both c-axes are nearly
n
perpenndicular to thee domain waall, and
also perpendicular to th
he boule axis. The long opptical path (aa full 10 cm) makes
this test quite sensitivee to c-axis orrientation. Onnly a few deegrees differeence in
orientation
n between thee two domain
ns can show oone ‘extinct’ and the otherr to be
‘bright’.

Another observed growth habitt is that the a-axis (see Figure 1.1) showed a
marked
m
tenden
ncy to orientt perpendicullar to the icee/water grow
wth interface within the
crrucible. This tendency beccame apparentt when we beegan high preecision orientaation using
Formvar etchin
ng. With this tendency, a “bologna”
“
sliiced sample fr
from the boule naturally
diisplays a seco
ondary prism
m face. This teendency is noot as strong aas the c-axis oorientation
(1
100%), but itt is still quitee strong. Mo
ore than 70 oor 80% of thhe single crysstal boules
prresented a seccondary prism
m face to witthin 10°. At tthe present, thhis growth haabit cannot
bee explained directly by the experim
mental resultts of Ketchaam and Hobbbs48,49, or
97
Libbrecht
L
wh
ho indicate th
he differencess in solid/liquuid surface ennergies, or grrowth rates

in
n the case of Libbrecht,
L
bettween the faces are small.
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By examining the different faces it is easy to see that the secondary prism face
should have a slight entropic edge over either the basal or primary prism faces. Both the
basal and primary prism faces must assemble larger groups of molecules to complete
their faces. The basal face must assemble a hexagon chair, and the primary prism face
must assemble long zigzag chains of molecules, that is, they both incur an entropic
penalty during assembly. The secondary prism face needs to only assemble noncontiguous dimers and so the surface might have a slightly higher energy. With this
description, and in the context of Ketcham and Hobbs’49 description, the secondary prism
face could have a very slight edge in terms of selection bias over the primary prism face.
And, this is our experimental experience: Significantly more than half of all boules
present a secondary prism face at the solid/liquid growth interface.
A third characteristic was that the optimal growth velocity seemed to be very
much slower than growth velocities often quoted in the literature98-100 from numerical
studies and experimentation. Rozmanov98 did MD simulations looking at growth rates as
a function of temperature and size of model (number of molecules in the simulation) for
growth from the melt. He indicates a maximum rate at about 7 cm/s under super cooled
conditions. Pruppacher99 also indicates experimental rates on the order of 10 cm/s, but
again, under super cooled conditions and specifically for dendritic growth. Furukawa101
gives dimensionless growth rates, but again for dendritic growth. More recently,
Shibkov100 has measured dendritic growth rates as a function of supercooling with a
similar maximum rate on the order of 10 cm/s.
Without surprise, the growth rate (velocity) is dependent on the degree of super
cooling. But in our apparatus, the degree of super cooling is not expected to be greater
than one tenth or at most a few tenths of a degree C. Thus, the growth rate in our
apparatus is expected to be quite low due to this low level of super cooling. In fact, when
our apparatus is set to grow ice at rates greater than about 100 nm/sec, macroscopic
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defects develop in the boule, and even secondary domains form that obviously haven’t
been nucleated in the capillary.
3.2

Seed crystal
The seed crystal is formed in situ in the small bulb at the end of the capillary at

the bottom of the crucible. See Figure 5.1. A pre-charged (with water) crucible is prechilled by placing it in the ice growth apparatus for one hour. This insures the crucible
and its contents have the same temperature profile as the apparatus. After one hour, the
crucible is removed and the bulb at the end of the capillary is partly immersed in a
methanol/dry ice bath (-78 °C). This cools the bulb and a small clump of poly-crystalline
ice is formed at the bottom of the capillary. Thus, there is no single seed. Instead, the
growth process starts from many seeds, and with many different orientations. This type of
seed is identical to that used in the work of Ketcham and Hobbs.49
3.3

Temperature stability
Temperature stability in the region of the growth interface plays an important

role in the growth of high quality crystals. Given the temperature gradient within the hole
of the shelf, any change of temperature locally will shift the 0 °C surface up or down to
some degree. If the 0 °C surface moves upward, the growth interface will experience
increased super cooling and the growth rate will increase. If the surface moves
downward, the super cooling will decrease and growth will slow. If the rate increases too
much, randomly oriented micro-crystallites can form and become occluded when the
temperature returns to normal. This leads to a kind of flaw that has been dubbed
“feathering” because of the feather-like lenticular structures that can be observed inside
the boule when it is viewed in the Rigsby stage.
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Figure 3.2
2 - Feathering
g in a boule. Left: Viewinng a boule ennd-on in the R
Rigsby
stage, the “feathers” fo
orm multiple, parallel plannes. Right: V
Viewing (a different
boule) sid
de-on. This type
t
of flaw
w was complletely eliminnated after poositive
temperaturre control wass implementeed.

3..4

Temperrature gradieent
Too stteep a temperrature gradien
nt from the ttop of the appparatus, to thhe bottom,

giives greater propensity
p
to nucleate a new domain. A
And, the steeeper gradient makes the
in
nstrument mo
ore sensitive to variations in temperatuure both insidde the apparaatus at the
sh
helf, and to th
he external room temperatu
ure. As the grradient increaases, the degreee of super
co
ooling increaases for a giv
ven crucible velocity andd growth ratee increases. T
This leads,
ag
gain, to increaased propensiity to nucleatee secondary ddomains.
After much
m
experim
mentation, it was determinned that a tottal gradient oof from -3
°C
C at the botto
om of the inneer bath to +3 °C at the top of the bath, w
with the 0 °C
C surface in
th
he center worked well. To
T get this grradient, the cchiller is set to give an outer bath
teemperature off -3 °C, and th
hen the heateer is adjusted to get the sheelf temperatuure at 0 °C.
Iff the top off the bath was
w then too
o warm, the outer bath ethylene gllycol/water
co
oncentration was
w changed to increase its
i water conttent. Increasinng the water content of
th
he outer bath increases its thermal cond
ductivity and heat capacityy. If the top oof the inner
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baath is too coo
ol, the water content
c
of thee outer bath iss reduced (byy exchanging some of it
with
w pure ethylene glycol).

3 - A second
dary domain. This is a piicture of the bottom end of the
Figure 3.3
crucible, freshly
f
out off the growth apparatus, viiewed in the Rigsby stage. The
polycrystaalline seed can
n be seen in th
he capillary ((upper left). T
The primary ddomain
of the boule is oriented
d so that it app
pears ‘extinctt’ (dark). Thee secondary ddomain
has an od
dd orientation
n and so appears ‘bright””. It is clear that the secoondary
domain haas nucleated along the insside surface oof the glass crucible and is not
connected with the prim
mary seed in the capillary.
One of
o the great revelations
r
in
n this work w
was that the entire boulee could be
ex
xamined in the
t Rigsby sttage. And, in
n fact the bouule need nott be extractedd from the
crrucible. When
n this was reealized, regular examinatioon of the dom
main structurre near the
caapillary, and in
i the ‘bulb’ below
b
the necck greatly enhhanced the unnderstanding of how the
caapillary, bulb
b and neck weere functionin
ng to select oout unwantedd domains. Exxamination
off the full bou
ule to determin
ne if it was siingle domainn, and even geet a rough ideea of the cax
xis orientation was a big help
h
when seelecting a bouule for experiimentation. Prrior to full
bo
oule examinaation, a boulee candidate had
h to be cut up and eachh slice examiined in the
Rigsby
R
stage. This
T was a veery time conssuming processs and sometiimes was all for naught
when
w
the boulee was determiined to be unssuitable for exxperimentatioon.
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4 Summary
The prism face of single crystal ice Ih has been studied using sum frequency
vibrational spectroscopy focusing on identification of resonances in the hydrogen-bonded
region. The polarization capabilities of sum frequency generation (SFG) were used in
conjunction with the crystal orientation to characterize three vibrational modes visible at
3400 cm-1. These modes are assigned to three-coordinated water molecules in the top-half
bilayer having different bonding and orientation motifs for either the basal face, or the
secondary prism face.
Such mode identification is only possible with the production and use of single
crystal ice of very low defect density and of size appropriate for examination using the
SFG technique. Production of single crystal ice is often trivialized in the literature. But in
reality, large single crystals are very difficult to produce. Design and construction of an
apparatus and protocol that can produce large single crystals of ice truly advances the
state of the art. An apparatus utilizing the Bridgeman-Stockbarger method of single
crystal growth was designed, constructed and optimized for the growth of ice. This
design features a software implemented (LabVIEW) Proportional-Integral-Differential
(PID) feedback temperature control algorithm. The temperature at the growth interface
was controlled to within +/-0.002K even though room temperature variation was ca. +/2K.
Since the measurement must occur at cryogenic temperature (ca. 130K), the
design and construction of a cell that can enclose and isolate the ice sample from ambient
conditions is also of critical importance. An air tight, all glass design was chosen that
incorporates two fused IR quartz windows to allow for visible and mid-IR transmittance,
an oxygen free copper heat sink and a unique ice mounting scheme.
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The thermal design of the heat sink and ice mount are critical for reaching
cryogenic temperatures and ensuring the ice sample remains attached to the heat sink as
the temperature is lowered. A “carrier” consisting of a thin copper membrane soldered to
a copper ring functioning as a frame provides mitigation of thermally induced stress on
the ice and at the same time, provides excellent thermal conductivity with the heat sink.
The heat sink was optimized to incorporate “flutes” which provide sharp edges,
or asperities that disrupt a nitrogen vapor barrier forming at the copper/LN2 interface due
to the Leidenfrost effect. Without the flutes, the vapor barrier is persistent enough to keep
the ice at the top of the heat sink from achieving low temperatures. With the flutes, the
vapor barrier is defeated because the asperities cool to below the “Leidenfrost threshold”
and initiate a broader scale cooling of the heat sink to below the threshold. The result is
that the sample can be cooled to much lower temperatures.
Growth of a large number of boules (ca. 100) has generated a great deal of
experience with single crystal ice, its flaws, and optical characteristics. It has been found
that the characteristic growth habits whereby the c-axis is perpendicular to the boule axis,
and the a-axis is perpendicular to the ice/water growth interface can be explained from
the perspective of surface energies of the various faces, and a selection process. A
polycrystalline seed provides a sampling of the “orientation space”, and randomly
oriented grains are selected out or in of the growth process based upon orientation. In the
end, only those crystals having orientation with their c-axis parallel to the ice/water
growth interface (i.e.: perpendicular to the boule axis) survive the selection.
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5 Appendix I
5.1

On the simplification of Ippp under certain constraints
Reprinted in part with permission from: Shultz, M. J.; Bisson, P.; Groenzin, H.;

Li, I. Multiplexed polarization spectroscopy: Measuring surface hyperpolarizability
orientation. J. Chem. Phys. 2010, 133, 054702-054711. Copyright 2010, American
Institute of Physics.
In general, a p-polarized infrared and p-polarized visible beam produces a ppolarized sum frequency:62-64,102
p p
I ppp  cos r,SF LX  XXZ K Xvis K ZIR evis
eIR
p p
 cos r,SF LX  XZX K Zvis K XIR evis
eIR

(5.1)

 sin r,SF LZ  ZXX K K e e
vis
X

IR p p
X vis IR

p p
 sin r,SF LZ  ZZZ K Zvis K ZIR evis
eIR

2

Note that KZ differs from that of Shen et al.103 due to application of Snell’s law to
assist with connection with Fresnel factors in Born and Wolf.104 Let Appp be the amplitude
of the ppp signal intensity, i.e. the quantity inside the absolute square in Eq. (5.1). In the
case where the infrared and visible input beams are coaxial, or nearly so, and copropagating Appp simplifies as follows. The first two subscripts of the surface
hyperpolarizability, IJK, correspond to the surface Raman tensor which, in the absence of
a visible resonance, is symmetric on interchange of subscripts: IJK = JIK. With this
equality, the sum of the middle terms is:
p p
[cosr,SF LX K Zvis  sinr,SF LZ K Xvis ] ZXX K XIRevis
eIR

(5.2)
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The index of refraction for the visible and sum frequency beams are nearly equal
so the Fresnel and angle factor term, aside from common constants, is:
cos r,SF L X K Zvis  sin r,SF LZ K Xvis =
4 n12 n 2 cos  i ,1 cos  r,SF
( n ' ) 2 ( n1, SF cos  t ,SF  n 2 , SF cos  r,SF )( n1,1 cos  t ,1  n 2 ,1 cos  i,1 )

n

1

sin  r,SF cos  t ,1  n 2 cos  t,SF sin  t ,1



(5.3)



Applying Snell’s law, the term in square brackets is equal to n2 [sint,SFcost,1 cost,SFsint,1] = sin(t,SF - t,1). For near coaxial, co-propagating geometry, the
difference between the visible and SF angle is very small since the visible photon carries
most of the momentum. The sum in equation (5.2) is thus negligible, resulting in the
simplification:
p p
Appp  [cosr,SF LX  XXZ K Xvis  sinr,SF LZ  ZZZ KZvis ]KZIRevis
eIR

(5.4)

This form is Eq. (1.6) in the body of the thesis.
5.2

Ice Crucible Design
Below (Figure 5.1) is the rough design of the ice crucible. This design was

developed by Groenzin and Li91,92. The diagram illustrates placement of the clamping
reference line and filling depth which were developed as part of the new production
control process.
The crucible itself is constructed of borosilicate glass, custom blown by a
professional fabricator to our specifications. The crucible is prepared by soaking
overnight in concentrated sulfuric acid enhanced with an inorganic oxidizer
(NOCHROMIX®, Godax Laboratories, Inc.). Following the sulfuric acid soak, the
crucible was drained and rinsed several times with 18M ohm water. After rinsing, the
crucible was soaked overnight and rinsed for three additional days. That is, three
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soak/rinse cycles. After this preparation, the crucible was considered acceptable for
growth.

tape with crucible label
C

fill to 7”

7.00"

14.00"

16.00"

clamp reference line

neck
capillary
seed bulb

Figure 5.1 - Ice Crucible Design. In use, the crucible is filled to 7” water depth.
The crucible is clamped into the drive system at the reference line near the top.
Each crucible is labeled for tracking purposes. The neck, capillary, and seed bulb
play a key role in the domain selection process.
5.3

Ice Cell Design
The ice cell is a basic “clam shell” with a top (the “cap”) and lower half (the

“cup”). The cup is made of conventional borosilicate glass while the cap is made of fused
quartz. The cap incorporates two fused quartz windows of 1.25” diameter and 0.125”
thickness. The windows are tipped so as to be (approximately) perpendicular to the
incoming VIS and IR beams (55°) and the outgoing SF beam (52°).
The cap and cup have flat, flame polished glass flanges that mate over double
concentric O-rings. In Figure 1.12, the O-rings can be seen resting on the flange of the
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cu
up. In use, the cap and top
t are comp
pressed togetther using a ring and thrree screws
arrranged at 120
0 degrees aro
ound the perip
phery.

Figure 5..2 - Assembled Cell on th
he Bench. Thhe perspectivve is looking at the
“output” window.
w
Thee flat clampiing ring andd three screw
ws with winng-nuts
compress the cap, O-riings, and cup
p together to make a seal.. The cap has been
wrapped with
w one layeer of aluminu
um foil to im
mprove therm
mal performannce. A
sample of ice can be seeen inside the cell.

5..4

Heat sin
nk design
Origin
nally, a smootth 3/4” diameeter thermal cconductor waas used betweeen the ice

mounting
m
pedeestal and the liquid
l
nitrogeen in the Dew
war. But, earlyy on, it was nnoticed that
occcasionally th
he low tempeerature steady
y state wouldd not fall beloow about -125 °C. This
un
nusual behavior was truly puzzling unttil several expperiments werre performedd where the
teemperature vs. time profiile was recorrded. Some oof these proffiles showed an abrupt
diiscontinuity at
a about -125 °C and when
n that occurreed, the temperrature at the ttop surface
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of the ice fell to -160 °C and even to -170 °C on occasion. If the abrupt and rapid change
in ice temperature didn’t occur, the ice never cooled to such low temperatures.
Observing the thermal conductor carefully during the cool down, it was noted
that a thin vapor barrier was present between heat sink and liquid nitrogen. It was
surmised that this vapor barrier was defeating the function of the heat sink due to its low
thermal conductivity. The vapor barrier is caused by the relatively “hot” copper heat sink
boiling the liquid nitrogen so rapidly that the liquid nitrogen never came into direct
contact with the copper. This vapor barrier caused by a hot surface against a liquid was
first observed by Leidenfrost105 in 1756. This is a well-known phenomenon as anyone
who has dashed some water droplets on a hot frying pan can observe. When the
temperature difference between the boiling point of the liquid and the hot surface is great
enough, the vapor barrier will develop. When the difference falls below a certain
threshold, the liquid can come into direct contact with the hot surface and a large amount
of heat is transferred to the liquid. Recently, Arnaldo del Cerro106 used this effect to
enhance the anti-icing properties of nano-textured, hydrophobic surfaces. But, the
opposite performance is required in this instance.
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Figure 5.3
3 – The flutted heat sink
k partially im
mmersed in thhe LN2. Herre, the
copper is fully
f
wetted and
a there is no
o Leidenfrost vapor barrierr.

The heeat sink desig
gn was chang
ged from a s mooth cylindder to one whhere linear
fllutes are macchined on the surface. Theese flutes do increase the surface area in contact
with
w the liquid
d nitrogen, bu
ut that is a seccondary effecct. Rather, thee flutes introdduce sharp
co
orners or asp
perities that can cool to below the L
Leidenfrost thhreshold andd initiate a
caascade of coo
oling, bringing the liquid nitrogen
n
into direct contact with the coppper. With
th
he introductio
on of the flutted heat sink
k, ice temperaatures at or bbelow -160 °°C became
ro
outine. For a view of the fluted heat siink, see Figu
ure 1.12 and Figure 5.3. The fluted
heeat sink can be
b observed att the bottom of
o the photoggraphs.
5..4.1

Ice carrrier
Early on, it was ob
bserved that th
here were som
me tough mechanical probblems with

co
ooling the ice sample dow
wn to cryogeenic temperaatures. The p roblems were twofold:
First, the ice frrequently craccked to such an extent thatt no single suurface was larrge enough
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to reflect the full spot of the lasers. Second, the ice frequently de-laminated from the heat
sink. When this happened, good thermal conductivity was compromised, and the ice
sample itself was picked up off the copper surface due to the spring force of the
thermocouple attached to the top surface of the ice.
The problems of cracking and delaminating are related and result from the
differences in thermal expansion coefficient. Here, the anomalous properties of ice
become readily apparent. Ice has a much greater coefficient of thermal expansion than
copper,96 especially in the -20° to -100 °C region. During cool down, the ice contracts
much more than the copper on which it is stuck. This induces a great deal of strain that
exceeds the strength of the ice.107 The result is that the ice cracks within its bulk, or it
shears the copper/ice interface resulting in delamination.

Linear Expansion Coefficient
Cu vs. Ice

60

50

106

40

Cu
H2O

30

20

10

0
100

150

200

250

300

T/K

Figure 5.4 - Linear expansion of Cu vs. Ice. The greatest difference, and
therefore the greatest induced strain, occurs at the warmest temperatures.
Experimentally, cracking occurs at about -50 °C.
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It was desirable to mitigate
m
the cracking
c
and eespecially thee delaminationn problem.
So, the method
d of attachmeent of the icee to the heat ssink was chan
anged. It was felt that if
th
he ice were attached to a thin “mem
mbrane” of coopper, rather than the thiick copper
peedestal itselff, the membrrane could deeform (i.e.: sstretch) undeer the stress of the ice
co
ontracting and
d therefore reeduce the tend
dency of the ssample to cracck or delaminnate.

5 - Ice in a caarrier, on the pedestal on the bench. Thhe fused quarrtz top
Figure 5.5
has been removed
r
to allow
a
this ph
hotograph. Thhis is a prism
m face sample. The
thermocou
uple, used to measure ice surface tempperatures, cann be seen imbbedded
in the top surface.
s

The in
nitial design utilized a meembrane com
mposed of 0.0001” thick coopper foil.
This
T design worked well in
n that crackin
ng and delamiination were largely supprressed, but
th
he 0.001” thicck foil was no
ot very robustt mechanicallly and the carrrier could onnly be used
on
nce before it had to be ree-built. As a compromise,, the 0.001” tthick foil waas replaced
with
w 0.002” th
hick foil, and this design prroved to havee much betterr resistance too wear and
teear. The slightly thicker meembrane also
o helped with better mechaanical stabilityy when the
icce sample waas microtomed. The thickeer membranee allowed for a little moree cracking,
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bu
ut delaminatiion was still effectively suppressed.
s
In many hunndreds of exxperiments,
deelamination did
d occur only
y a couple off times, and eeven those few
w times couldd be traced
to
o poor fusing of the ice on to the membrrane.

The thin 0.0002” copper foil is
Figure 5.6 - Two caarriers being fabricated. T
soldered to
o the carrier body
b
(ring). Afterwards,
A
thhe excess is ttrimmed off aand the
completed
d carrier is cleaned
c
with a sequence of organic solvents (heexanes,
acetone, methanol)
m
to remove flux reesidues. Folloowing this, thhe carrier is slightly
etched in 0.1M
0
HNO3 to
o remove cop
pper oxides.

5..4.2

Embedding the theermocouple
gure 5.5 sho
ows, the therrmocouple iss actually em
mbedded withhin the ice
As Fig

saample rather than simply “glued” to th
he surface us ing a drop off water. The ice/carrier
asssembly proccess is done in the -20 °C
C freezer. Att that temperrature, ice caan be very
sllightly hydrop
phobic. If a drrop of water is
i used to “gllue” the therm
mocouple to thhe surface,
it is sometimees very difficu
ult to get thee drop to prooperly fuse too the surface of the ice
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sample. This poor adhesion often resulted in the thermocouple “popping off” the surface,
or even giving inaccurate data on the true surface temperature. Even when fusing is
successful, local heating around the drop damages the ice surface in a large region around
the drop. Sometimes, the damage encompasses a significant portion of the area of the top
surface.
It was discovered that if the thermocouple was disconnected from the meter, and
an electrical current of about 1 ampere was passed through the thermocouple junction, it
would become warm. After about 15 seconds of heating, the thermocouple could be
plunged into the top surface of the sample. After the thermocouple was embedded into
the ice, the current could be turned off and the thermocouple would freeze in place. This
technique did much less damage to the top surface of the ice, reduced the potential for
contamination, and was highly reliable.
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5.5

Raman Spectrometer II
As mentioned in the acknowledgement section, I designed and built a second

generation, compact, Raman spectrometer for use by Prof. Whitten in his teaching
classroom, and also by Prof. Shultz for use in her TiO2 research. While the original
design focused on low cost, and off the shelf components, this second generation design
centered on a compact footprint, and higher performance.
The design is of a classic layout where the Raman scattering is collected at right
angles to the exciting laser. The samples are assumed to be liquid: a cuvette holder is
built into the design. Changes in this design targeting enhanced performance are the use
of 4x microscope objectives to focus the exciting laser, and also to collect the scattered
Raman light. The new design now incorporates Glan-Thompson prism polarizers that
have high damage thresholds, and low transmission loss as compared to the simple linear,
plastic polarizers of the earlier design. A high quality optical rotation stage mounts one
polarizer and can optionally be used to measure depolarization ratio. A high efficiency
free-space to fiber optic coupler is used to couple the scattered Raman light into a 50m,
multi-mode fiber.
In common with the earlier design, the optical bench is a 1/8 m, half-ZerneyTurner monochromator with a 25m slit. The detector is a linear CCD array, functioning
at room temperature. That is to say, the monochromator/detector is the optical bench of
an Ocean Optics USB-4000/USB-2000 miniature spectrometer system.
The excitation is supplied by a Nichia 405nm wavelength diode laser, delivering
about 100mW of CW power at ca. 130 mA forward current. The diode laser is powered
by a simple LM317 linear voltage regulator set up in constant current mode. The diode
laser, mounting module, a-spherical collimation lens, and driver electronics are enclosed
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in
n a small BUD
D box. +9VD
DC power is supplied by ann external sw
witching 120V
VAC to DC
co
onverter mod
dule. The who
ole spectrometter fits on an 8”x10” optical breadboardd.
Figurre 5.7, below shows the (paartially constrructed) spectrrometer:

5
– A paartly constru
ucted Ramann Spectromeeter II. The laser
Figure 5.7
driver/mod
dule has been
n removed (up
pper left). Thhe excitation aarm is upper left to
center. The scattering arm
a is center to upper righ
ght. The blue fiber optic couples
the scattereed Raman lig
ght to the USB
B-4000 (top ccenter).
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Once construction was complete, a test spectrum of water was taken to verify
proper operation of the instrument. Figure 5.8, below shows the spectrum.

Test of Raman Spectrometer II
neat water at 20 C
10000

stretches

Intensity (counts)

8000

Laser =407.88nm

6000

4000

laser leakage
bend

2000

0
0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

Raman Shift (1/cm)

Figure 5.8 – Operational check of Raman Spectrometer II. The laser is operating
a little redder than usual. The diode was later replaced with on operating closer to
405nm for a better match to the 405nm notch filter. This instrument is about
twice as sensitive as the original design.

The broad peak spanning the 3000 cm-1 to 3800 cm-1 is typical of the Raman
spectrum of water. The bend at 1620 cm-1 is often attributed to the symmetric bend and is
typically very weak. For this test, the diode laser was a bit redder than desirable. At  =
407.88nm, it was a poor match to the well centered 405nm notch filter and there was
excessive laser line leakage. Subsequent to this operational check, the diode laser was
replaced with one having a line ca. 404.5nm.
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